
How tackling food waste can deliver real budget savings

From on-site catering facilities to outsourced caterers feeding thousands of employees, contractors, visitors and patients
every day across the public sector, tonnes of food waste simply go to waste.

Statistics for hospitals alone show that the equivalent of one in five hospital meals are thrown away, costing £230m a year
and generating 121,000 tonnes of wasted food.

Meanwhile, wider UK industry statistics estimate that the average cost of food waste is £2,775 per tonne, a frighteningly
high figure which includes everything from the cost of purchase to transport, food preparation, energy and storage.

Yet there is a simple solution to reducing those figures – segregation of food waste.

Neil Grundon, deputy chairman of Grundon Waste Management, which has invested in separate food collection services
and a new anaerobic digestion (AD) plant in Surrey, says senior public sector managers need to wake up to the economics
of food waste.

“At a time when budgets are being cut and savings are being called for, too many managers are ignoring this golden
opportunity,” he said. “It’s much cheaper to reduce food wastage at source than it is to pay for it to be taken away, yet
for some reason it is constantly overlooked as a potential money-saver.”

Statistics from WRAP research show that on average:

21% of food waste arises from spoilage
45% of food waste arises from food preparation; and
34% of food waste is generated from customer plates

Grundon says streamlining of systems and processes within on-site catering facilities and better management of
outsourced suppliers can reduce waste collection costs and provide valuable information about the amount of food being
used.

“Policing your food waste can help you see where mistakes are being made,” he continued. “In our view, the only items
which should go into food waste are returned meals, out-of-date food (which is down to poor purchasing and stock
control), or spoilt food – for example if there has been a fridge or freezer failure.

“If you’re seeing food waste which doesn’t meet these three criteria, then it’s time to review your procedures and ask
difficult questions of your catering team. By measuring food waste output you gain a good indicator of the quality of the
food and how big the portion sizes are.

“If there’s very little waste, everyone will be
happy, but if the amount of food waste is rising,
then that should tell you that your caterers
aren’t serving good quality food or they are
simply serving too much.

“Only by measuring the output, will you start to
better measure the input.”

At a time when hospitals in particular are under
the spotlight in terms of the food they serve to
patients, he says any measures which will save
money for re-investment in buying good quality
produce must make sense.

“We’re talking about hospitals here because the



food served to patients is such an important
part of their recovery, but the reality is that
these rules apply throughout all the public
sector and industry,” he added.

“Why, when it can be so easy, aren’t more
public sector organisations taking steps to save
money.”

By separating out food waste from other waste
its value increases and, although that can be
difficult to achieve in front-of-house situations,
such as hospital cafés where customers dispose
of sandwich wrappers and drinks cartons along
with their food waste, Grundon says there is no
excuse behind-the-scenes where a range of
specially-designed bins and caddies make
disposal easy.

He concluded: “For every meal that is consumed in a staff canteen, every lunch at an event or conference, every dinner
which is served to a hospital patient, there will inevitably be a certain amount of food waste. Diverting it away from landfill
and into anaerobic digestion facilities is a win-win for the organisation concerned because it saves them money and it
provides an environmentally-friendly approach to waste disposal.”

With AD increasingly seen as the Government’s preferred choice for dealing with food waste, the number of AD plants
nationwide is rising.

Recently Foreign Secretary, the Rt Hon Philip Hammond MP visited the new West London Anaerobic Digestion (AD) Facility
at Trumps Farm in Surrey, a joint venture between Agrivert and Grundon.

Opened in June 2014, it is already operating at full capacity, treating 50,000 tonnes of organic waste per annum, which
includes municipal and commercial food waste as well as a range of liquid wastes.

The benefits of choosing food waste segregation are clear and when you consider statistics that show the recovery of one
tonne of food waste through AD saves the same amount of greenhouse gas emissions as taking 2.9 cars off the road or
powering a 100w lightbulb for 3,260 hours, you can see why AD offers such a sustainable solution.




